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Extract Protein Names from Free Text

I Free Text: scholarly papers, articles, reports — biomedical
literature

I natural language

I Protein Names: very similar to
I descriptive terms: STAT (signal transducer and activator of

transcription)
I gene names (myc-c gene and myc-c protein)
I cell cultures (CD4+-cells and CD4 protein)
I similar to chemical compounds
I not very standardized naming



Definition of a Protein Name

I defines a single biological entity

I entity is composed of one or more amino acids

I removes ambiguities about genes, protein families, domains,
etc.

I can look up name once identified in databases



The Difficulty?

I protein databases exist — why do we need to extract names?

I associating text with relevant protein names

I identify new protein names from context

I automation — process previous work

I information is inaccessible to computers



Motivation

I core data in articles
I quick test — removal can make text useless

I generate data for data mining
I rapid extraction can be run on existing databases

I Authors developed NLProt



Previous Work

I rule-based
I specifically tailored to a a domain(SH3) 96% “effective”
I general rules 67% — requires manual tweaking

I dictionary-based
I identify possible protein names
I use some kind of filter (e.g. similarity searching) to correctly

identify actual protein names
I limited to dictionary of terms

I machine-learning
I Bayesian filter
I hidden Markov models

Authors combine rules-based, dictionary-based and SVM classifiers



NLProt



Extracting Tokens

I separate punctuation marks with spaces

I spaces separate tokens

I slashes (/) and hyphens (-) do not

I centre: sliding window of 1—5 tokens

I environment: 4 tokens immediately before and after



Filtering

Use rules to filter out non-protein tokens
I dictionary of “common words”

I Merriam-Webster dictionary (online version)
I dictionary of medical terms
I dictionary of minerals and formulas

I list of 130 4-letter chemical compound endings

I regular expressions (e.g. detect DNA sequences AGTGGC,
author names)



Text Matching

I all text converted to lowercase

I replace non-alphanumeric characters with spaces

I insert spaces between digits and letters



Support Vector Machines (SVM)

I solve two-class classification problems

I map training input data into high-dimensional feature space

I find optimally separating hyperplane

I test new data against this hyperplane to classify

I NLProt combines four SVMs

I use publically available SVMlight
package(http://svmlight.joachims.org/)

http://svmlight.joachims.org/


Environment

I protein name itself

I surrounding words (“local”)

I occurences elsewhere in the text (“global”)

I position unspecific — count occurences

I position specific — relative order of words



SVMs 1-4

I SVM1: trained on the centre

I SVM2: trained on environment

I SVM3: trained on both overlap of centre and environment

I SVM4: input is SVM1-3 and dictionary score



SVM1 (centre)

I get 3000 most commonly occurring centre tokens

I create 9000 component vector

I first 3000 components: occurence of common token in
leftmost position

I 3001-6000: occurs at the rightmost position

I 6001-9000: occurs in the middle position



SVM2 (environment tokens)

I get 3000 most commonly occurring environment tokens

I 12000 component feature vector

I first 3000 components: weight 0.75-0.25 if token occurs 2-4
tokens to the left of the centre

I 3001-6000: weight 1.0 if token occurs immediately to the left

I 6001-9000: weight 1.0 if token occurs immediately to the right

I 9001-12000: weight 0.75-0.25 if token occurs 2-4 tokens to
the right



SVM3 (overlap)

I get 3000 most commonly occurring tokens

I first 3000 components: token occurs immediately to the left
of centre

I 3001-6000: token is leftmost of the centre

I 6001-9000: token is rightmost of the centre

I 9001-12000: token is immediately right of centre



SVM4

I input is the output of SVM1-3

I also have a dictionary score

I protein names from SWISS-PROT

I if centre string matches, score is length of the string



Validation

I 40-fold cross-validation for most results

I 200 articles — train SVM1-3 with 180, SVM4 with 15 and
test with 5

I use harmonic mean of accuracy and coverage (F ) as the
measure

I accuracy: percentage of identified proteins that are true
proteins

I coverage: percentage extracted of all the proteins names

I we want both of these to be as high as possible



Results



Bias

I reduce redundancy, overfitting

I performance on novel protein names

I remove names in training set/dictionary from testing set
(F = 60%,F = 53%)

I remove only dictionary (F = 72%)



Contribution of Environment

I F = 75%

I Using just SVM2 and dictionary F = 69%

I Using just SVM1 and dictionary F = 63%



Conclusions

I automated tools can get a rough extraction (70%) of protein
names

I supplement but cannot yet replace manual methods

I NLProt is competitive with the best existing methods
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